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2013 Predictions
GOVERNMENT
Syria seeks talks of arbitration then becomes disillusioned and remains a hot bed of conflict.
Two more subtle uses of germ warfare are brought ot the public awareness.
A North Korea has inter-government problems with their leader being challenged to bring
about change. They are looking for allies concerning warfare arms.
Russian leader Putin wants to further his image in Russia as he creates a rather militant change.
Japan has conflicts with China. Their problems teeter-totter throughout the year.
China continues to stretch their growth for world power.
Greece and Italy both have continued financial problems. Greece, having the greater financial
need, is offered help from other countries with the stipulation of having outside advisors
organizing new financial plans for the country's budget and spending.
In the U.S., President Obama, Congress and the Senate continue control issues and
disagreements. They are forced to unite in 2014.
MEDICAL
Healthcare programs undergo a second reform in 2014.
Bird flu scare resurfaces.
Partially a result of changes in health care plans, alternative healthcare awareness and products
increase as people accept the responsibility of self-care.
INDUSTRY
Toyota recovers from major losses in the next 2 years.
Ford auto has problems and begins a continuous decline over the next 5 years.
Hi-tech companies are focusing on new government projects.
Oil well accidents in the Midland/Odessa area due to overdrilling, sloppy workand a disregard

for safety.
Produce prices go up due to weather-related issues in the U.S.
Flooding in the Midwest causes pig farmers to suffer losses.
MEDIA
U.S. public schools struggle with unreasonable safety options.
Sex slavery comes to the forefront of the news.
There are satellite disruption in the early spring and again in October that affect global
communication. There will be some cyberterrorism threats but the impact will be lessened
because of the efforts in creating back-up systems.
Same-sex arrangements (contracts) are legalized. The Supreme Court ruling relies heavily on
the wording of the decision.
ENVIRONMENTAL/WEATHER
Private wells and surface water are affected by fracking. Some seismic activity around the
Dallas are due to fracking. New regulations regarding fracking will be developed this year, but
enforcement will be delayed until the latter part of 2014.
Another episode of large numbers of dead fish on the East coast.
Polar bears, certain turtles, birds and marine life are becoming extinct.
Local weather: Some drought relief in the spring with rain. Heavy rains in May. Return to dry
conditions afer May. Coastal towns in Texas experience high winds and damage from two
tropical storms. One hurricane in the Corpus Christi area in 2013.
National weather: Florida is hit hard in the beginning of the hurricane season. New York
receives more high water and flooding. California has a severe measurable earthquake in a less
populated area. Had it happened in a more populated area it would have been devastating.
Tidal waves may occur following this earthquake.
Global weather: Two major earthquakes in remote areas of China. Volcanic activity in Japan.
More rapid melting of icecaps, resulting in rising water levels throughout the world.
The Ison comet makes national news.
Weather patterns continue to change. We should look to nature, plants, marine life and
animals for the signs of seasonal changes.

